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ABSTAK
The paper is divided into four categories according to Parsons, 4 main areas of economics, politics, culture and society considered in each of these areas after a brief introduction of different schools of thought welfare standards, introducing the position of Islam is Vdygah Muslim thinkers and ideas for the Holy Mnzvrynazafasyyrqan Ast.znn this review important concepts such as "property", "equality", "target Vghayt life", "leisure" and we have given. The results show that the Islamic view of the core concepts and key areas of social welfare, the view is unique in many existing schools Azmvardbadydgah the welfare difference is substantial. Writing this article is an overview of the current atmosphere of the country, most of the authorities concerned to Darnd- localization humanities concepts can be a small step in making the concept of social welfare should be considered.
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